Mörrum´s river stretches

Welcome

Hovmansbygd

* VKH-stretch =

Welcome to

Vittskövle, Knaggalid, Härnäs

Härnäs*

Knaggalid*
A scenic area with
fabulous stretches of
rapids surrounded by hills,
oak- and beech trees.
Here you’ll find the legendary
pools “The Nursery” and
“The Larder”, whose names
speak for themselves…
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Laxens Hus /
		
Accommodation
		Reception
8 Håvstugan A & Håvstugan B
2 Konference
9 Öringen, Laxen,
3 Restaurant ”Kronolaxen”
		 Håvstugan C
4 ”Fiskeshopen”, tackle shop 		 and Kungsforsen
5 ”COOP”, grocery store
10 Laxagården
6 ”ICA”, grocery store
Pool 17
P Parkering lots
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Åkeholm
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The Svängsta stretch

We offer hostel-standard rooms in a scenic setting next door Mörrums
river. There are rooms for 1-4 people, a total of 14 beds and you lives
near Laxens Hus, which is centrally located in the village of Mörrum.
In the surrounding area there are restaurants (Restaurant Kronolaxen eg)
Fiskeshopen, supermarkets, pizzerias, etc.
For those who come with a motorhome, caravan or tent, our beautiful campsite
is located at Åkroken with for the 2022 season newly built service building, as well
as our nice camp site at Forshaga. Both places are located next to the river.
Welcome to stay with us!
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New
THE SVÄNGSTA STRETCH
We have the privilege of offering fishing on the ”new” stretch in Svängsta
during the 2022 season. The stretch consists the former Ekebergs
stretch and the stretch that emerged after the dam in Mariebergs was
removed in 2020. It is an exciting stretch and consists of 3 km of stream
stretches, rapids and calm flow. The fishing stretches is from Ekeberg in
the south to the ABU factory in the north.
Here we only sell day cards on the stretch, limited to 10 permits/day.
There are also opportunities for package solutions with fishing permit,
accommodation, meals, guiding and where you have the entire stretch.
Perfect for a fishing club, groups of friends or corporate events. Contact
us for more information.

A distance of approximately 3.3 km
long stretch 8 km north of Mörrum.
A unique and beautiful part of the
river that has been partially hidden
in over 100 years under the dam of
Marieberg´s water. We only sell day
permits on this stretch, limited to 10
permits/day.
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Tågstation

Vittskövle
2,2 km breathtakingly
awesome stretch with
some of the most
beautiful rapids and
“hotspots” of the river,
the chance of a bite is
almost touchable here!
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Pool 1– 32
On this stretch
angling has been
conducted since
1941!7 km, divided
into 32 pools. The
sections north of
“Laxens Hus”
run through beautiful
oak- and beech
forest. South of
“Kungsbron” the
landscape becomes
mostly farm land. The
hotspots vary with
season and waterlevels.
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News 2022!

ACCOMMODATION

Mörrums
Kronolaxfiske

Laxens Hus

Mörrum

Mörrums Kronolaxfiske
Box 26, SE-375 21 Mörrum, Sweden
Tel. +46 (0)454-501 23
morrum@sveaskog.se
Elleholm

www.morrum.com

Design: www.pernillasgrafiska.se Foto: www.benfoto.se, Kronolaxfisket Tryck: Mixiprint AB

Hemsjö

A stretch of 3,7 km in the very north
part of the three fishing areas which
Mörrums Kronlaxfiske has access to
through a leasehold with Uniper.
The entire fishing stretch is
situated within the wildlife preserve
of ”Kärringhejan”, which contributes
to a genuine feeling of wilderness.
The fishing is best during early spring
and in September when both
salmon and sea trout migrates.

Mörrumsån is one of Swedens most famous salmon- and sea
trout waters. Maybe it’s because people have been catching big
ones here since 1231, but also because the river is so
stunning and the people around it so friendly. There are many
fishing stories from here. Now we believe it’s time for you to
come here to create another story, one where you are the
central figure. Can’t find what you’re looking for in this leaflet?
Don’t hesitate to contact us, we will do our best for you to enjoy
your visit in Mörrum. See you by the river!

2022

angling | fly-fishing courses | fishing packages | guiding | accommodation
Laxens Hus – exhibition and streaming aquarium | conferences | camping | family fishing

Fishing permit
Mörrums Kronolaxfiske sells fishing permit for
five different fishing stretches on the famous
river Mörrumsån.
This provides the possibility of world-class
fishing from March to September. Buy online at
morrum.com or visit our reception in Mörrum at
Laxens Hus.

Youth initiative
To attract our young people to fish in our beautiful
river for the 2022 season, we have created a
couple of attractive seasonal solutions.
We have divided it into the junior card and the
youth card. Our hope is to create a community of
young anglers.

FISHING PACKAGE
For those who want the total fishing experience, we offer a variety of fishing packages. You stay comfortably in our own
accommodation at Laxens Hus, eat your meals in Restaurant Kronolaxen or the guide cook the meal over an open fire for you.
One or more fishing guides are available to meet your needs and make your fishing experience unforgettable!
Our packages:
• Fishing premiere in Mörrums river • Meet the salmon in Svängsta
• Spring in Mörrum
• Different intro packages for fishing in Mörrum
• Meet the salmon in Mörrum
• Sea trout in August evening

Specimen angling

Visit our website for the remaining packages.

In addition to salmon and trout, Mörrumsån offers
a fine fishing for pike, European chub and ide.
We have several stretches where we offer the
possibility of fishing for a large part of the year.

Fishing and casting courses
Are you curious to learn how to fish for salmon and sea trout?
Or learn to cast with a two-handed fly rod? The courses range from
1 to 2 days under the guidance of one or more fishing guides and
instructors.

Conference

WELCOME TO
MÖRRUMS KRONOLAXFISKE

Conference, restaurant, accommodation and fishing
– everything at the same place. We make an offer
based on our experience and your demands – a great
arrangement!

The river Mörrumsån has since times immemorial been the main artery of the
region. Already in 1231 the river was mentioned in the land registry of King
Valdemar, and in 1941 the public sport fishing started in Mörrum. Today,
Mörrums Kronolaxfiske stands for sustainable nature experiences at
Sweden’s most beautiful fishing water - regardless if you want to fish, hike,
bike or just discover the traditional surroundings – welcome to Mörrum!

Book a fishing guide
or instructor

Nature conservation
& science

We offer fantastic salmon and sea trout fishing
over a large area in a varied water
landscape. If you have never fished in
Mörrum or need a guide on a stretch
you have never fished on before, a
guide or instructor will help you in
many ways. Tune your casting
technique, choice of equipment,
find the hot spots, learn how to
read water, set up fishing strategies
and more.
You can book a guide or instructor
from a few hours to a full day. A guide
or instructor will give you knowledge and
fishing experiences for life!

Mörrums Kronolaxfiske supports and contributes
to the research that is made for the Baltic salmon.
The Mörrum river has an exciting biology and
ecology both in and above the water.

laxens hus
At Kungsforsen in the middle of Mörrum village, is the center
of fishing in the river. Here you will find our reception, bike
rental, exhibition and stream aquarium. Make your or the
group’s visit a memorable experience – book a guide to
Salmon’s House! Here is also the Restaurant ”Kronolaxen”
with well-prepared good food and ”Fiskeshopen” – the shop
that has everything for anglers!

Every year we are also making different actions
for restoration of the river to conserve and
develop its biodiversity. At our website, we are
at times offering guided tours and courses with
focus on conservancy and science. Every angler
contributes to all preservative efforts through
buying fishing permit – for this we are very
greatful, thank you!

Mörrums Kronolaxfiske
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Equipment
Rental
Do you wish to travel light, has
anything been broken or got lost?
Do you want to try something
new? We corporate with ABU,
Hardy and Gray’s and we can
offer you equipment that suits
your needs.

